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Abstract—This paper further develops an approach for spacecraft relative motion control based on the application of linear quadratic Model Predictive Control (MPC) with dynamically reconfigurable constraints. Previous results for maneuvers confined to the orbital plane are extended to three dimensional maneuvers with three dimensional Line-of-Sight (LoS) constraint handling. The MPC controller is designed to prescribe Δv impulsive velocity changes rather than piecewise constant thrust profiles. The ability to transition between MPC guidance in the spacecraft rendezvous phase and MPC guidance in the spacecraft docking phase, with requirements, constraints, and sampling rates specific to each phase, is demonstrated. Bandwidth constraints of the spacecraft attitude control system and exhaust plume direction constraints are also addressed. The MPC controller is validated on the full nonlinear model of spacecraft orbital motion and augmented with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to estimate spacecraft states based on relative angles and relative range measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, relative motion maneuvers are performed using open-loop maneuver planning and ad hoc error correction. Literature on spacecraft rendezvous control problems is extensive and includes, for instance, [2], [4], [5], [9], and references therein. The XSS-11 [1] is a satellite recently developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory with a focus on demonstrating such relative motion capabilities.

The robustness, fuel efficiency, speed, safety, and reliability of spacecraft relative motion maneuvers can be improved through the application of feedback control algorithms. With this motivation, in [10], [11] and [12] we developed an approach to perform relative motion maneuvers based on the application of linear quadratic Model Predictive Control (MPC) and dynamically reconfigurable linear constraints. The MPC controller uses a linearized relative motion model and linear constraints that are generated online in order to compute the optimal control sequence over a finite horizon; it then applies the first element of this sequence to the spacecraft and repeats the process at the next sampling instant based on the measurements of the spacecraft state. For maneuvers confined to the orbital plane, we demonstrated in [10], [11] and [12] the capability of the spacecraft, controlled with MPC, to approach both a non-rotating and rotating/tumbling platform, while avoiding a piece of debris along the spacecraft’s path. In addition, we demonstrated robustness to unmeasured disturbances through the mechanism of systematic feedback corrections with MPC. We have also shown a direct connection between weights in the MPC cost function and fuel consumption and time-to-dock maneuver attributes. Finally, the computational implementation of the linear quadratic MPC approach with dynamically reconfigurable constraints reduces to an on-line solution of a quadratic programming problem, which is computationally feasible onboard a spacecraft. Furthermore, if the spacecraft approaches a non-rotating platform with a known Line of Sight (LoS) cone orientation, an explicit MPC approach that does not require on-board optimization can be used and is based on storing an offline pre-computed MPC law in the form of a piecewise affine control function (i.e., in the form of look-up tables and if-then-else conditions).

In this paper, we extend the approach of [10], [11], [12] in several ways. These include the treatment of three dimensional relative motion maneuvers with three dimensional Line of Sight (LoS) cone constraints, the use of MPC controller to prescribe Δv impulsive velocity changes rather than piecewise constant thrust profiles, and the demonstration of the ability to transition between MPC guidance in the spacecraft rendezvous phase and MPC guidance in the spacecraft docking phase, with requirements, constraints, and sampling rates specific to each phase. To avoid the need for a long MPC control horizon or long sampling periods in the rendezvous phase, we employ a reference-governor like approach, where the desired equilibrium set-point is replaced by a virtual set-point that is, along with the control sequence, determined through the solution of the Quadratic Programming (QP) problem. In addition, we demonstrate that bandwidth constraints on the spacecraft attitude control system and exhaust plume direction constraints can be successfully handled by introducing an appropriate penalty term in the cost function and a relative-distance dependent constraint on the thrust vector, respectively. We validate our MPC controller on the full nonlinear model of spacecraft orbital motion and we demonstrate that the MPC feedback can be implemented based only on measurements of relative angles and relative range. To accomplish the latter, we augment an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to the MPC controller. We present simulation results that are based on a set of spacecraft parameters representative of a small spacecraft with limited thrust capability.

Several other variants of the Model Predictive Control framework, different from our work, have been proposed in the literature. The approach employed by [13] and [2] uses a...
variable length horizon and requires the solution of a mixed-integer linear program at every control step. The “rubber band” MPC approach was proposed in [6]. An application of MPC to spacecraft navigation in proximity of a space station is considered in [16], where an unconstrained MPC is proposed for guidance to the neighborhood of the space station, while the LoS between the station and the spacecraft sensors is maintained by a constrained spacecraft attitude controller, and a control allocation scheme to operate the thrusters. In a similar context, a receding horizon controller that uses the solutions of non-convex quadratically constrained quadratic programs has been proposed in [7] for passively safe proximity operations, where a statistical model of the uncertainty is used for improving robustness with respect to position uncertainty. The approach used in this paper only requires that a conventional quadratic program be solved numerically. The details of our MPC approach are also different from a recent paper [15], specifically, our approach is based on a QP (versus LP in [15]), uses a reference governor style formulation of MPC cost for the rendezvous phase, explicitly handles LoS cone constraints, and accounts for the capability of the attitude control system by an attitude penalty in the cost. On the other hand, our paper does not treat the passive safety requirements or the elliptic orbit case.

II. Model

In traditional relative motion problems, an approaching spacecraft is maneuvered close to a target spacecraft in a nominal orbit. The target spacecraft is assumed to be at the origin of Hill’s frame. The equations of motion for an approaching spacecraft around a target spacecraft depend non-linearly on the orbital radius. For nominal circular orbits (assumption in this work), the linearized equations of relative motion reduce are the well known linear time-invariant Clohessy-Wiltshire-Hill (CWH) equations [4].

A. Nonlinear equations of motion

The relative position vector of the approaching spacecraft with respect to the target spacecraft is expressed as

\[
\vec{r} = x\hat{i} + y\hat{j} + z\hat{k},
\]

where \(x, y\) and \(z\) are the components of the position vector of the approaching spacecraft relative to the target spacecraft. The position vector of the approaching spacecraft with respect to the center of the Earth is thus given by \(\vec{R} = R_0 + \vec{r} = (R_0 + x)\hat{i} + y\hat{j} + z\hat{k}\). The nonlinear equations of motion for the approaching spacecraft can be expressed in vector form as

\[
\ddot{\vec{R}} = -\mu \frac{\vec{R}}{R^3} + \frac{1}{m_c} \vec{F}, \tag{1}
\]

where \(\vec{F}\) reflects the vector of forces applied to the approaching spacecraft, \(R = |\vec{R}|\), \(m_c\) is the mass of the spacecraft, and \(\mu\) is the gravitational constant. In the simulations in this paper, we consider a set of parameters representative of a small autonomous spacecraft. The spacecraft is in a nominal circular orbit with an altitude of 850 km above the Earth.

B. Linearized CWH equations

For \(\delta r << R\), the linearized CWH equations [4] approximate the relative motion of the approaching spacecraft as

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} - 3n^2 x - 2ny &= \frac{F_x}{m_c}, \\
\dot{y} + 2nx &= \frac{F_y}{m_c}, \\
\dot{z} + n^2 z &= \frac{F_z}{m_c},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(F_x, F_y, F_z\) are components of the external force vector (excluding gravity) acting on the spacecraft. In these equations, \(n = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{R_0^3}}\), where \(R_0\) is the nominal orbital radius.

C. Discrete-time prediction model

We convert the model (2) to discrete-time to be used as a prediction model in MPC. The effects of thrust are modeled as an impulsive change in the relative velocity of the approaching spacecraft, denoted by \(\Delta v\). Assuming the sampling period, \(\Delta T\), the discrete-time model has the following form

\[
X_{k+1} = A(X_k + B\Delta v_k) = AX_k + BU_k, \tag{3}
\]

where \(X = [x, y, z, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}]^T\) denotes the full state, \(U = \Delta v\) is the control, \(A\) is the discretized matrix from CWH equations, \(B = AB\), and the constant matrix \(B\) maps the velocity change \(\Delta v\) to the full state change.

D. Constraints

Rendezvous and docking maneuvers must conform to various constraints [11], [12], [10] including:

- Thrust magnitude and direction limits (so that the spacecraft does not fire its thrusters into the target). The thrust capability limits the velocity change to 10 m/sec in each direction.
- Sensor constraints, such as the need for the approaching spacecraft to remain within a Line of Sight (LoS) cone from the docking port located on the target spacecraft [13]. The LoS cone constraints in three dimensions are quadratic, and we handle them through an appropriate inner approximation by polyhedral constraints, \(A_{cone}X \leq b_{cone}\).
- Soft-docking constraints [11], [12], [10] on the terminal velocity of the spacecraft to match the velocity of the docking port,
- Attitude controller capability induced constraints for rate of thrust vector realignment,
- Overshoot constraints, so that the spacecraft does not crash into the target.

E. Discussion

Due to the multitude of state and control constraints and due to requirements to reduce fuel consumption during maneuvers, Model Predictive Control (MPC) represents an attractive framework for control of spacecraft rendezvous and docking. Typical spacecraft rendezvous maneuvers of
10 km can take several orbits to complete. In comparison, our previous work [11], [12], [10] considered larger levels of thrust, smaller mass and shorter maneuver distances and durations. A special formulation of the MPC optimization problem is necessary to avoid a long control horizon and avoid solving a highly complex optimization problem online. Longer sampling periods are also introduced in the rendezvous phase, when the approaching spacecraft is further away from the target, versus the docking phase, when the approaching spacecraft is closer to the target.

III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER

An MPC controller generates control actions by applying a moving horizon optimization to a system model subject to pointwise-in-time state and control constraints. The control is periodically recomputed with the current state estimate as an initial condition, which ensures robustness to uncertainties and disturbances.

A. MPC Problem Formulation

If we use linearized equations of motion, linear equality and inequality constraints, and quadratic costs on the states and control actions, then we can formulate the MPC problem as a quadratic programming (QP) problem. This QP can be solved in real time using code-generated custom solvers [8].

Based on practical considerations, we separate the problem into distinct rendezvous and docking phases.

In the rendezvous phase, the spacecraft is a significant distance away from the target. We use a sampling period of 120 sec and we enforce a velocity change magnitude constraint. Since the thrust of the spacecraft is limited, to avoid the need for a long control horizon we use a reference governor like approach. In this approach, the desired equilibrium set-point is dynamically modified. Instead of locating the set-point at the origin, we let the QP find forced equilibria between the approaching spacecraft and the target. The rendezvous phase QP is specified in (4), assuming \( k = 0 \) is the current time:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \sum_{k=1}^{N-1} X_k^T Q (X_k - X_s) \\
& + \sum_{k=1}^{N-1} (U_k - U_s)^T R (U_k - U_s) \\
& + (X_N - X_s)^T Q_{\text{final}} (X_N - X_s) + X_s^T P X_s
\end{align*}
\]

subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
X_{k+1} &= A X_k + B U_k \\
X_s &= A X_s + B U_s \\
|U_k|_{\infty} &\leq u_{\max} \\
x_{k,2} &\geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

variables \( X_k, U_k, X_s, U_s \)\)

When the approaching spacecraft enters a specified box around the target, we switch to the docking phase. During this phase we remove the reference governor type action as it is no longer necessary; the origin, that is the true desired equilibrium can be reached over the optimization horizon under the problem constraints. We reduce the sampling period to 20 sec to facilitate faster control updates. We impose an LoS cone constraint and we treat it as soft via a polyhedral cost penalty. We also impose a thrust direction constraint and an in-track target overshoot constraint. Additionally, we approximately penalize the rotation the approaching spacecraft must perform between thrust impulses by imposing a cost on change in control policy. The docking phase QP, assuming constraints are configured for an along-the-track, Vo-bar approach, is given in (5):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \sum_{k=1}^{N-1} X_k^T Q X_k + U_k^T R U_k + X_N^T Q_{\text{final}} X_N \\
& + \sum_{k=1}^{N} \lambda_k^T (A_{\text{cone}} X_k - b_{\text{cone}}) + \\
& + \sum_{k=0}^{N} (U_k - U_{k-1})^T R_{\text{attitude}} (U_k - U_{k-1}) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad X_{k+1} = A X_k + B U_k \\
& \quad |U_k|_{\infty} \leq u_{\max} \\
& \quad U_{k,2} \leq \mu e^{-\beta k} \\
& \quad x_{k,2} \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \( U_{k,2} = \Delta u_y \) and \( X_{k,2} = \Delta y \) denote the vector components along the orbital track direction. To improve the response, we have found it necessary to further subdivide the docking phase into two sub-phases, when the spacecraft is more than 100 m away and when it is less than 100 m away. We used \( R_{\text{attitude}} = 2 \times 10^6 I \), \( \beta = 5 \), \( \mu = 10^{-2} \) if relative distance is greater than 100 m and we used \( R_{\text{attitude}} = 10^7 I \), \( \beta = 1 \), \( \mu = 10^{-4} \) if relative distance is less than 100 m.

The effects of including the attitude control penalty with \( R_{\text{attitude}} > 0 \) are transparent in Figure 1. The angle between two consecutive velocity changes tends to be smaller with the penalty included, reducing the effort of the attitude control system to change the orientation before the next thrust event.

B. Robustness of MPC

Figure 2 illustrates the robustness of Model Predictive Control (MPC) feedback versus open-loop solutions. Here a 100 km in-track MPC maneuver that is successfully completed in a linear simulation is simulated open-loop using the nonlinear equations of motion (1) and compared to an MPC solution where the feedback is based on the true state, given by the nonlinear model. Due to differences between the linearized and nonlinear equations of motion, the open-loop maneuver does not result in a successful rendezvous with the target. The maneuver that uses systematic feedback corrections based on the true state is successfully completed and the trajectory is very similar to the one using a linear simulation.

C. Output Feedback MPC Implementation

The above MPC controller can be implemented using output measurements only. We assume that the relative range and the relative angles are measured. The measurement
is only expected when the state estimate is initialized sufficiently close to the actual state.

IV. Simulation Results

Three types of maneuvers are considered. The first maneuver is a phasing maneuver with the approaching spacecraft in the same orbit but at a different true anomaly and with the LoS cone oriented along the orbital track. We refer to this as a V-bar docking with an initial spacecraft position along V-bar. The second maneuver is with the initial spacecraft position mostly in the radial direction away from the target and with LoS cone positioned for V-bar docking. We refer to this as V-bar docking with an initial spacecraft position along R-bar. Finally, the third kind of maneuver is with the same initial spacecraft position as in the second maneuver but with the LoS cone positioned for R-bar docking, i.e., oriented along the radial line. In the simulations, the control horizon and the prediction horizon are fixed at 30 steps, with a 2 min update period in the rendezvous phase and 20 sec update period in the docking phase. The switch between rendezvous and docking phases occurs when the estimated spacecraft position enters a 2 km cube around the target.

A. V-bar docking with initial spacecraft position along V-bar

The simulated MPC maneuver trajectories for V-bar docking with an initial spacecraft position along V-bar are shown in Figure 3. The MPC controller uses an EKF to estimate the spacecraft states based on range and angle measurements, and it uses the linearized CWH model for prediction. The simulation results are obtained based on the nonlinear relative motion model (1). The EKF estimates converge rapidly to the actual states. Note that the spacecraft motion is three dimensional even though the starting position is in the orbital plane. The out of orbital plane motion is excited since there is a non-zero initial estimation error of the spacecraft position in the z-direction that the MPC controller is trying to correct. Once the docking phase is started, the LoS cone constraint is activated, the trajectory enters into the LoS cone and proceeds towards the origin while satisfying the LoS cone constraint. Large velocity changes are applied initially, which become smaller and more gradual as the spacecraft approaches the origin; control activity increases immediately after entering the docking phase and then decays. The time history of the velocity change direction indicates that the thrust in the direction of the target is minimized as the spacecraft approaches the target.

B. V-bar docking with initial spacecraft position along R-bar

Figure 4 demonstrates a typical maneuver with the LoS cone constraint positioned for a V-bar approach [5]. The spacecraft, with initial position coordinates $[-2, 0.126, 0]^T$ and initial position coordinate estimates $[-2.8, -0.01, 0.1]^T$ starts the motion as in the R-bar approach. Once the docking phase is activated, the trajectory enters into the LoS cone position for a V-bar approach and proceeds towards the origin while satisfying the LoS cone constraint.
Fig. 3: (a) Spacecraft trajectory on $x$-$y$ plane with constraints configured for V-bar docking. (b) Trajectory in 3D with rendezvous and docking phases and LoS cone constraints shown. (c) Spacecraft actual and EKF-estimated relative coordinates (first 30 sample time instants). (d) The three components of $\Delta v$.

Fig. 4: (a) Spacecraft trajectory on $x$-$y$ plane with constraints configured for V-bar docking. (b) Trajectory in 3D with rendezvous and docking phases and LoS cone constraints shown. (c) Spacecraft actual and EKF-estimated relative coordinates (first 30 sample time instants). (d) The three components of $\Delta v$. 
C. R-bar docking with initial spacecraft position along R-bar

Figure 5 demonstrates a similar maneuver to the one in the previous subsection but for the case when the LoS cone constraint is positioned for an R-bar approach. The behavior is qualitatively similar to the one in Figures 4. The constraints and maneuver requirements are satisfied using the proposed MPC approach.

V. CONCLUSION

In the paper, we demonstrated through simulations on the full nonlinear model that the linear quadratic MPC controller with dynamically reconfigurable constraints can successfully complete three dimensional relative motion maneuvers, when coupled to an EKF, and while relying only on relative angles and relative range measurements.
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Fig. 5: (a) Spacecraft trajectory on x-y plane with constraints configured for R-bar docking. (b) Trajectory in 3D with rendezvous and docking phases and LoS cone constraints shown. (c) Spacecraft actual and EKF-estimated relative coordinates. (d) The three components of Δv.